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Spectral properties of grain boundaries
at small angles of rotation
Rainer Hempel and Martin Kohlmann
Abstract. We study some spectral properties of a simple two-dimensional model for small
angle defects in crystals and alloys. Starting from a periodic potential V W R2 ! R, we let
V#.x; y/ D V.x; y/ in the right half-plane fx  0g and V# D V BM# in the left half-plane
fx < 0g, where M# 2 R22 is the usual matrix describing rotation of the coordinates in R2
by an angle # . As a main result, it is shown that spectral gaps of the periodic Schrödinger
operator H D  C V fill with spectrum of R# D  C V# as 0 ¤ # ! 0. Moreover,
we obtain upper and lower bounds for a quantity pertaining to an integrated density of states
measure for the surface states.
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1. Introduction
In the quantum theory of solids one first studies periodic structures which can often
be modelled by Schrödinger operators with periodic potentials. Other models deal
with situations where periodicity holds only in subsets of the sample; more precisely,
the sample is the disjoint union of subsets such that, in each subset, the potential is
obtained by restricting different periodic potentials to the corresponding subsets. Such
zones or “grains” occur frequently in crystals and in alloys; some typical examples are
shown in Figure 1. It is an important issue to understand how the interface between
two grains will influence the energy spectrum of the sample. Typically, the grain
boundaries appear to be (piecewise) linear, and one is led to study problems on R2
with a potential W D W.x; y/ defined by
W.x; y/ D
´
Vr .x; y/ x  0,
V`.x; y/ x < 0,
where Vr ; V` W R2 ! R are periodic. In many situations, V` is obtained from Vr by a
translation or a rotation about the origin.
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Figure 1. Edge dislocation and small angle grain boundary. The pictures on the left are from
[15] with kind permission of the publisher. The pictures on the right were taken with a TEM.
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In this paper, we will use some results on a translational problem to obtain spectral
information about rotational problems in the limit of small angles. Our main theo-
rem deals with the following situation. Let V W R2 ! R be a Lipschitz-continuous
function which is periodic w.r.t. the lattice Z2. For # 2 .0; =2/; let
M# D

cos#  sin #
sin # cos#

2 R22;
and
V#.x; y/ D
´
V.x; y/ x  0,
V.M#.x; y// x < 0.
We then let H0 denote the (unique) self-adjoint extension of   C1c .R2/, acting
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in the Hilbert space L2.R2/, and
R# D H0 C V# ; D.R#/ D D.H0/: (1)
Then R# is essentially self-adjoint on C1c .R2/ and semi-bounded from below. Our
main assumption is that the periodic Hamiltonian H D H0 C V D R0 has a gap
.a; b/ in the essential spectrum ess.H/, i.e., we assume that there exist a < b 2 R
that satisfy inf ess.H/ < a and .a; b/\.H/ D ;; we do not need to assume that a,
b are the actual gap edges. It is easy to see (using, e.g., Theorem VIII.25 in [20]) that
the operatorsR# converge toR#0 in the strong resolvent sense as# ! #0 2 Œ0; =2/;
in particular, R# converges to H in the strong resolvent sense as # ! 0. Recall that
strong resolvent convergence implies upper semi-continuity of the spectrum while the
spectrum may contract considerably when the limit is reached. In the present paper,
we are dealing with a situation where the spectrum in fact behaves discontinuously
at # D 0 since, counter to first intuition, the spectrum of R# “fills” the gap .a; b/ as
# ! 0 with # > 0. This implies, in particular, that R# cannot converge to H in the
norm resolvent sense, as # ! 0.
Theorem 1.1. Let H , R# and .a; b/ as above. Then, for any " > 0 there exists
0 < #" < =2 such that for any E 2 .a; b/ we have
.R#/ \ .E  "; E C "/ ¤ ;; 80 < # < #":
Remarks 1.2. (i) Roughly speaking, the moment we start rotating the potential on
the left-hand side by a tiny angle the gap .a; b/ is suddenly full of spectrum of R# in
the sense that, for 0 < # < #", no gap of R# in the interval .a; b/ can have length
larger than 2". It is conceivable that for most # the spectrum ofR# covers the interval
.a; b/, but there are examples (cf. Section 5) whereR# has gaps in .a; b/ for some # .
(ii) It seems to be quite hard to determine the nature of the spectrum of R# for
general # 2 .0; =2/; however, there are some special angles for which a result from
[6] excludes singular continuous spectrum (cf. Section 6).
(iii) In addition to what is stated in Theorem 1.1 we obtain lower and upper bounds
for the spectral densities in the intervals .E  "; EC "/ on a scale that is appropriate
to surface states (without knowing that an integrated surface density of states as in
[9] and [18] exists for R# ); cf. Theorems 4.1 and 4.3.
There is a simple, intuitive connection between the rotational problem and the
related translational problem, given as follows. Starting from the same periodic
potential V as above, we now look at
Wt .x; y/ D
´
V.x; y/ x  0,
V.x C t; y/ x < 0, 0  1  t; (2)
and defineDt D CWt , acting inL2.R2/. In the 1-dimensional case, this problem
has been studied in great detail by Korotyaev in [16] and [17]. A different approach
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was most recently implemented in [12] where it is shown that some of the results of
[16] and [17] can be recovered with a rather crude variational technique. This method
can be easily generalized to the dislocation problem on a strip R  .0; 1/ and then
to the plane R2; one finds that spectrum of Dt crosses the gap as t varies between 0
and 1. Now our key observation consists in the following: for any given " > 0 and
n 2 N, we can find points .0; / on the y-axis such that
jV#.x; y/ Wt .x; y/j < "; .x; y/ 2 Qn.0; /; (3)
with Qn.0; / D .n; n/  .  n;  C n/, provided # > 0 is small enough and
satisfies a condition which ensures an appropriate alignment of the period cells on the
y-axis. This basic observation is somewhat reminiscent of a key idea in [11] where
rotationally symmetric Schrödinger operators of the type  C U.jxj/ in L2.Rn/
with U W R ! R periodic and Lipschitz-continuous are considered: here, far away
from the origin, the potential U.jxj/ looks very much like a potential depending only
on the x1-coordinate if we restrict our attention to balls of fixed size with centers far
out on the x1-axis.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarize some
results of [12] on translational lattice dislocations for the strip and for the plane.
What we will use in the sequel is the simple fact that, for any E 2 .a; b/, there
is some t D tE 2 .0; 1/ with the following property: for any " > 0, there is a
compactly supported approximate eigenfunction u in the domain ofDt that satisfies
jj.Dt E/ujj < " and jjujj D 1.
In Section 3, we first employ the Birkhoff ergodic theorem to obtain a set ‚ 
.0; =2/ with countable complement so that (3) can be established for small # 2 ‚
and suitable  2 R. Then the above approximate eigenfunctions u will also be ap-
proximate eigenfunctions ofR# for small # 2 ‚, after an appropriate (#-dependent)
translation along the y-axis. This then gives Theorem 1.1.
Suitable points .0; / for the construction of Section 3 occur with a certain density
and we expect a lower bound for the integrated surface density of states. Since we
do not know whether the i.d.s. measure or the integrated surface density of states
measure exist, we only provide lower and upper bounds for the number of Dirichlet
eigenvalues in subintervals of the gap .a; b/ for our operators R# , restricted to large
squares Qn D .n; n/2. Theorem 4.1 in Section 4 provides a lower bound of the
form c1n for n large with a positive constant c1, while Theorem 4.3 gives an upper
bound by c2n logn, for n large. Note that Theorem 4.3 deals with a much more
general situation: in fact, we allow here for two different potentials V` and Vr on the
left and right which are not required to be periodic; all we need is a common gap.
In Section 5 we discuss examples of “muffin tin”-type which come in three ver-
sions: in the simplest case, the muffin tins are circular wells, arranged on a periodic
grid, with infinitely high walls (so that the Schrödinger operator is just the direct sum
of a countable number of Dirichlet Laplacians on circles). We then approximate by
muffin tins of finite height, and, finally, by muffin tins with Lipschitz potentials. We
obtain spectral results for the rotation problem for all three versions.
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In Section 6, finally, we first explain a simplified model for small angle grain
boundaries where we assume rotation by an angle #=2 in both half-planes in opposite
direction; this problem is somewhat easier to deal with. We furthermore discuss
special rotation angles # for which the operators R# are periodic in the y-direction
and thus have no singular continuous spectrum [6]. All these question hinge on an
approximate or exact matching up between the given periodic potential in the right
half-plane and its rotated version in the left half-plane. This is somewhat connected
with the question of coincidence between a lattice and some of its rotated versions
(CSL-lattices).
For basic results on the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators or, more specif-
ically, periodic Schrödinger operators, we refer to [14], [21], [8], and [19]. We will
use results from these sources mostly without specific reference.
The authors would like to thank Andreas Ruschhaupt, University of Hannover,
for several fruitful discussions and the unknown referee for suggestions that helped
to improve the presentation.
2. The dislocation problem on a strip and for the plane
Let V W R2 ! R be Z2-periodic and Lipschitz-continuous, let I D .0; 1/, and let
† D R  .0; 1/ D R  I denote the infinite strip of width 1. As above, we write
H D C V for the (self-adjoint) Schrödinger operator with potential V acting in
L2.R2/. Then .H/, the spectrum of H , has band structure, i.e. it is the (locally
finite) union of compact intervals [21]. The intervals of spectrum, the bands, may
be separated by (open) intervals, the gaps. Moreover, .H/ is purely absolutely
continuous. For 0  t  1, we introduce the self-adjoint operators
St D CWt acting in L2.†/;
Dt D CWt acting in L2.R2/;
where St has periodic boundary conditions in the y-variable andWt is as in (2). Since
V is bounded, the domains D./ of the above operators satisfy D.Dt / D D.H/ and
D.St / D D.H0;†/ for all t , where H0;† denotes the Laplacian on † with periodic
boundary conditions in y. The operator CWt inL2.†/with#-periodic boundary
conditions in y is denoted by St .#/ for 0  #  2 . As usual, Dt can be obtained
from the St .#/ as a direct fiber integral,
Dt D
Z ˚
0#2
St .#/
d#
2
I
direct fiber integrals are discussed, e.g., in [21] and [6]. As a consequence, for any
# the spectrum of St .#/ is a subset of .Dt /. Furthermore, using the periodicity in
the x-direction, each St .#/ can itself be written as a direct fiber integral and so the
spectrum of St .#/ is purely essential spectrum with a band-gap structure.
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We now give a condensed account of some of the results in [12] concerning the
operators St andDt . We begin with St where we first note the following well-known
basic facts.
(1) Adding in a Dirichlet boundary condition on any given vertical line segment
f.x; y/ 2 † W x D g, for some  2 R, leads to a compact perturbation of the resolvent
of St , for all t . In fact, ifH0;†;D is defined asH0;† above, but now with an additional
Dirichlet boundary condition at x D , one can write down explicit formulae for the
integral kernels of the resolvents by using the reflection principle. One finds that the
operator .H0;†C1/1 .H0;†;DC1/1 is Hilbert–Schmidt. It is then easy to show
that .H0;†CWt C c/1 .H0;†;D CWt C c/1 is compact for all sufficiently large
c  0.
(2) It follows from (1) that ess.St / D ess.S0/. To see this, just add in Dirichlet
boundary conditions at x D 0 into S0 and St , and another Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion at x D t into St to obtain the operators S0;D and St;D . Then the parts of S0;D
and St;D on .0;1/ I are equal while the contribution to St;D from .1;t/ I
is unitarily equivalent to the part of S0;D in .1; 0/  I . Finally, the part of St;D
associated with .t; 0/  I has compact resolvent.
(3) The eigenvalues of St in the gaps of S0 are continuous functions of the pa-
rameter t . (A simple proof can be obtained by scaling the interval .n t; n/ in such
a way that we can use L2..n; n/  I / as a common Hilbert space).
The following result shows that there is non-trivial spectral flow of the family St
through the gaps of S0.
Proposition 2.1. Let .a; b/ denote a spectral gap of H and let E 2 .a; b/. Then
there exists some t D tE 2 .0; 1/ such that E is a (discrete) eigenvalue of StE .
Moreover, for any n 2 N there are functions vn D vn.x; y/ in the domain of St
that satisfy jjvnjj D 1, supp vn  Œn; n  Œ0; 1 and .StE E/vn ! 0 as n ! 1.
For the proof of Proposition 2.1, we use an approximation by operators with
compact resolvent on finite sections of † (the basic idea is somewhat reminiscent of
[7] and [2]): For n 2 N, let S .n/t denote the operators CWt on †.n/t D .n 
t; n/  I with periodic boundary conditions in both variables. The spectrum of the
operators S .n/t is purely discrete. Again, the eigenvalues of S
.n/
t depend continuously
on t . Furthermore, routine arguments from Floquet theory imply that
(i) .S .n/0 /  .S0/, for all n 2 N, and
(ii) for any gap .a; b/ of S0 there exists a fixed number m 2 N such that the
operators S .n/0 (respectively, S .n/1 ) have precisely 2nm (respectively, .2n C 1/m)
eigenvalues below a, counting multiplicities (cf., e.g., the proof of Theorem XIII.101
in [21] or Theorem 6.2.1 in [8]).
As t increases from 0 to 1, the operators S .n/0 are transformed into S
.n/
1 . It is now
immediate from property (ii) and the continuity of the eigenvalues that, as t grows
from 0 to 1, at least one eigenvalue of S .n/t must cross E.
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We have thus shown that, for each n 2 N, there is some tn 2 .0; 1/ and an
eigenfunction un 2 D.S .n/tn / such that jjunjj D 1 and S .n/tn un D Eun. Since the
un obey periodic boundary conditions with respect to the x-variable on †.n/tn D
.n  tn; n/  I , we can use routine arguments to show that the parts of un (and of
run) outside of .n=2; n=2/go to zero, asn ! 1. Indeed, let us fix cut-off functions
'n D 'n.x/ 2 C1c .n=2; n=2/ that satisfy 'n.x/ D '1.x=n/ and '1.x/ D 1 for
1=4  x  1=4. Then rn D .1'n/un vanishes in .n=4; n=4/I . We now define
Qrn by Qrn.x; y/ D rn.x; y/, for 0 < x < n, and Qrn.x; y/ D rn.x  2n  tn; y/, for
x > n, i.e. we translate the part of rn in .n tn; 0/I to the right by 2nC tn. Since
rn satisfies periodic boundary conditions, it is clear that Qrn belongs to the domain of
the periodic operator S0 and that .S0  E/ Qrn ! 0, as n ! 1. As E is in a gap of
S0, this implies Qrn ! 0 and then also rn ! 0. We therefore see that vn D 'nun
satisfies
jjvnjj ! 1; .S .n/tn E/vn ! 0;
as n ! 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that the tn converge to
some t D tE 2 .0; 1/. But vn 2 D.Stn/ and Stnvn D S .n/tn vn, and we find that
.StE  E/vn ! 0, as n ! 1 (recall that V is Lipschitz-continuous). Now the
spectral theorem implies E 2 .StE /, as required. Furthermore, the functions vn
clearly enjoy the property stated in the second part of Proposition 2.1.
The functions vn constructed above satisfy periodic boundary conditions with
respect to y and may thus be extended to y-periodic functions Qvn on R2. Applying
also cut-offs  n D 'n.y/ in the y-direction, we let
wn D 1jj n Qvnjj n Qvn;
the wn satisfy jjwnjj D 1, wn 2 Dtn and .Dtn E/wn ! 0 as n ! 1. By the same
argument as above this leads toE 2 .DtE / (where, again tE D lim tn) and we have
thus obtained the following result.
Proposition 2.2. Let .a; b/ denote a spectral gap of H and let E 2 .a; b/. Then
there exists t D tE 2 .0; 1/ such that E 2 .DtE /.
Moreover, for any n 2 N there are functions wn D wn.x; y/ in the domain ofDt
that satisfy jjwnjj D 1, supp wn  Œn; n2 and .DtE E/wn ! 0 as n ! 1.
Note that the spectrum of Dt inside .a; b/ will again consist of bands which we
could find by repeating the above process for all#-periodic boundary conditions w.r.t.
y. For a detailed discussion and further results, we refer to [12].
3. The rotation problem for small angles
In this section, we study the spectrum of the operators R# , for 0 < # < =2, where
the R# are defined in (1) as self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space L2.R2/.
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In view of a proof of Theorem 1.1, consider a fixed E 2 .a; b/. Then, by Propo-
sition 2.1, there is some t 2 .0; 1/ such that E is in the spectrum of the dislocation
operator Dt on the plane. We wish to find angles # with the property that the po-
tential V# is approximately equal to Wt on a sufficiently large square Qn.0; / of
side-length 2n, centered at some point .0; / on the y-axis. This leads to the fol-
lowing requirements: If we imagine the grid  D f.x; y/ 2 R2 W x 2 Z or y 2 Zg
of lines describing the period cells, we have to make sure that, inside Qn.0; /, the
alignment between the horizontal lines of  in the right half-plane with the rotated
horizontal lines of M# in the left half-plane is nearly perfect on the y-axis and
that the rotated vertical lines of M# in the left half-plane have, roughly, distance
t (modulo Z) from the y-axis. More precisely, we wish to find m 2 N such that
m= cos# is integer, up to a small error, andm tan # D t .modZ/, again up to a small
error, inside Qn.0; /.
We first prepare a lemma which deals with ergodicity on the flat torus T 2 D
R2=Z2, as in [20] and [5]. We consider transformations T# W T 2 ! T 2 defined by
T#.x; y/ D .x C tan #; y C 1= cos#/: (4)
Lemma 3.1. There is a set ‚  .0; =2/ with countable complement such that the
transformation T# in (4) is ergodic for all # 2 ‚.
Proof. T# is ergodic if and only if the numbers 1, tan # , and 1= cos# are independent
over the rationals, i.e. .n1; n2; n3/ 2 Z3 and
n1 C n2 tan # C n3
cos#
D 0 (5)
implies n1 D n2 D n3 D 0. Write Z3 D Z3 n f.0; 0; 0/g. For any triple
.n1; n2; n3/ 2 Z3 the set of points .x; y/ 2 R2 that satisfy n1 C n2xC n3y D 0 is a
line ` D `.n1;n2;n3/  R2. Consider the (countable) set
ƒ D f`.n1;n2;n3/ W .n1; n2; n3/ 2 Z3g:
In (5), the variables x and y are of the special form x D tan # , y D 1= cos# and
so y D p1C x2. Since F.x/ D p1C x2 is convex, each ` 2 ƒ has at most two
intersection points with the graph G.F / of F . Then
S D
[
`2ƒ
f` \G.F /g
is countable and soG.F /nS has full 1-dimensional measure. LetG.F /C D G.F /\
fx > 0g. We map G.F /CnS to .0; =2/ by h W .x; F.x// 7! arctan x. Since
h W G.F /C ! .0; =2/ is diffeomorphic, ‚ D h.G.F /CnS/ is as desired.
Let us write x for the fractional part of x > 0, i.e. x D x  bxc if x > 0.
In the proof of our main theorem, we will need natural numbers m such that, for
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t 2 .0; 1/ given, .m tan #/ is approximately equal to t and .m= cos#/ almost
equals 0. The existence of such numbers m follows from Lemma 3.1 and Birkhoff’s
ergodic theorem. Let # 2 ‚, " > 0, and let us denote by 	Q the characteristic
function of the set Q D .t  "; t C "/  ."; "/  T 2. Then, for all .x; y/ 2 T 2,
lim
n!1
1
n
n1X
mD0
	Q.T
m
# .x; y// D
Z
Q
dx dy D 4"2 > 0; (6)
and we may take .x; y/ D .0; 0/ to arrive at the desired result.
We add the following remarks to the above argument.
(1) Translation on the torus is a particularly simple ergodic transformation: for #
given, it can equivalently be seen as linear motion on parallel lines in R2, factored by
Z2. In particular, two nearby points .x; y/ and .x0; y0/will forever keep their relative
position under the action of Tm
#
, and thus the statement of Birkhoff’s theorem holds
for any point .x; y/, not just for a.e. .x; y/ (cf., e.g., Chapter 3, § 1 in [5]).
(2) In some sense, Birkhoff’s theorem is the strongest result one can use in this
context. Similar results are obtained from Dirichlet’s theorem on the approximation
of irrational numbers by rationals.
We are now ready for a first main result which establishes the existence of surface
states in the gaps of H and shows that, in fact, any gap .a; b/ of H is filling up with
spectrum of R# as # ! 0.
Proposition 3.2. Let .a; b/ be a spectral gap of H and let Œ˛; ˇ  .a; b/, ˛ < ˇ.
Then there is a #0 D #0.˛; ˇ/ > 0 such that
.R#/ \ .˛; ˇ/ ¤ ;; 8# 2 .0; #0/:
Proof. (1) We first restrict our attention to # 2 ‚ with ‚ as in Lemma 3.1. Let
E 2 .˛; ˇ/ and " D minfE  ˛; ˇ  Eg=2. By Proposition 2.1, we can find
n D n" 2 N and a functionun of norm 1 in the domain ofDt with supp un  Œn; n2
such that jj.Dt E/unjj < ". Obviouslyun;k.x; y/ D un.x; yk/ satisfies the same
estimate for any k 2 N. If we can show that, for appropriate k 2 N,
jV#.x; y/ Wt .x; y/j < "; .x; y/ 2 Qn.0; k/ (7)
(recall the definition ofQn.0; k/ D .n; n/ .kn; kCn/), we may conclude thatˇˇˇˇ
.R# E/un;k
ˇˇˇˇ
< 2";
but then the spectral theorem implies thatR# has spectrum inside the interval .E  2";
E C 2"/  .˛; ˇ/.
For a proof of (7), we first observe that by the properties of V and the definitions
of V# and Wt , we have the following estimate:
jV#.x; y/ Wt .x; y/j2  min
j1;j22Z
L2..X  j1/2 C .Y  j2/2/; (8)
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for all .x; y/ 2 R2, with
X D x.cos#  1/  t C y sin #; Y D x sin # C y.cos#  1/
andL the Lipschitz constant of V . Now for # 2 ‚ given, there is somem D m# 2 N
such that  m
cos#

 < "=4; j.m tan #/  t j < "=4I (9)
in particular, there is some N 2 N such that jm= cos# N j < "=4.
We may now apply the estimate (8) to the points .x; y/ 2 Qn.0; N / to find
jV#.x; y/ Wt .x; y/j2  L2..X  bm tan #c/2 C .Y CN m/2/;
for all .x; y/ 2 Qn.0; N /. Here
jX  bm tan #cj  n.1  cos#/C n# C jm tan #  bm tan #c  t j
 2n"# C j.m tan #/  t j
and
jY CN mj  2n"# C jN m= cos# j:
We choose #0 > 0 small enough to have 2n"#0 < "=4 and (7) follows if we pick
k D N . We have thus shown that R# has spectrum in .˛; ˇ/ for all # 2 ‚\ .0; #0/.
(2) In order to remove the restriction # 2 ‚ we note that with each # 2 ‚ there
comes a positive number # > 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ
.R E/un;k
ˇˇˇˇ
< 3"; 8 2 .#  # ; # C #/;
since ˇˇˇˇ
.V  V#/  supp un;k
ˇˇˇˇ
1 ! 0;  ! #:
As the intervals .# # ; #C#/with # ranging between 0 and #0 cover the interval
.0; #0/, the desired result follows.
Now it is easy to obtain Theorem 1.1 in the Introduction from Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For " > 0 given, we consider points a D 
0 < 
1 < 
2 <
   < 
N D b such that 
j  
j1 < "=2, for j D 1; : : : ; N . For each of the
intervals Ij D .
j1; 
j /, 2  j  N  1, Proposition 3.2 yields a constant #j > 0
with the property that R# has spectrum in the interval Ij for all 0 < # < #j . Then
#0 D min2jN1 #j has the required properties.
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4. Integrated density of states bounds
It is clear that ergodicity gives us not just a single m as in (9), for # 2 ‚; in fact, (6)
guarantees that suitable m will appear with a certain frequency. We will use this
observation to obtain lower bounds for a quantity which, in the limit, would translate
into a (positive) lower bound for the surface i.d.s. measure if we knew that the required
limit exists. This will be complemented by a similar upper bound which is of the
expected order, up to a logarithmic factor. A detailed and rather complete account of
the i.d.s. for (random) Schrödinger operators can be found in [22] which also contains
a wealth of references. [9] and [18] specifically discuss the existence of a surface
i.d.s. as a distribution or a measure. Some results on the surface i.d.s. measure for
the translational dislocation problem can be found in [12].
LetR.n/
#
denote the operator CV# , acting inL2.Qn/with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, where Qn D .n; n/2  R2. For any interval I  R, we denote by
NI .R
.n/
#
/ the number of eigenvalues of R.n/
#
in I , each eigenvalue being counted
according to its multiplicity. The existence of a surface i.d.s. measure in the gap
.a; b/ would correspond to the existence of a finite limit limn!1NI .R.n/# /=n, for
any interval I with xI  .a; b/. Theorem 4.1 provides lower bounds of the form
lim inf
n!1
1
n
NI .R
.n/
#
/ > 0; (10)
for (non-degenerate) subintervals I and small # 2 ‚, while Theorem 4.3 yields an
upper bound
lim sup
n!1
1
n logn
NI .R
.n/
#
/ < 1: (11)
We begin with a lower bound.
Theorem 4.1. Let H , R# as above and suppose that .a; b/ is a spectral gap of H .
Let ‚ as in Lemma 3.1.
Then, for any " > 0 there exists a #" > 0 such that (10) holds for all # 2
‚ \ .0; #"/ and for any interval I  .a; b/ of length greater than ".
Proof. (1) Let Œ˛; ˇ  .a; b/, fixE 2 .˛; ˇ/, and let 0 < " < minfE˛; ˇEg. Let
u0 in the domain ofDt with compact support satisfy jju0jj D 1 and jj.Dt E/u0jj <
", as in Proposition 2.1. Let  2 N be such that supp u0  Q D .; /2; note
that, in this proof,  corresponds to the parameter n of Section 3.
Let # 2 ‚ \ .0; =4 so that, in particular, 1=p2  cos#  1. By ergodicity,
there exists a constant c0 D c0.#/ > 0 with the following properties: for n 2 N
large, there are at least Jn D bc0nc natural numbers m1; : : : ; mJn 2 .0; n=4/ such
that (9) holds for m D ms , s D 1; : : : ; Jn, and such that
jms mr j  2; s ¤ r; 1  s; r  JnI
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here Jn and m1; : : : ; mJn depend on n and # . It follows that for each j D 1; : : : ; Jn
there is some Nj 2 N such that jms= cos# Nj j < "=4 and jms tan #  t j < "=4.
We then see that the functions 'j , defined by 'j .x; y/ D u0.x; yNj /, are of norm 1
and have mutually disjoint supports contained in .n; n/2. Furthermore, for # small
enough, 0 < # < #", say, we can show (as in the proof of Proposition 3.2) that an
estimate (7) holds on each square .; / .Nj  ;Nj C /. Thus (7) holds on the
support of each 'j and it follows that
k.R.n/
#
E/'j k < "; 0 < # < #"; j D 1; : : : ; Jn: (12)
Then M D spanf'j gjD1;:::;Jn has dimension Jn. Let N denote the range of the
spectral projectionP.˛;ˇ/.R.n/# / ofR.n/# associated with the interval .˛; ˇ/ and assume
for a contradiction that dimN < Jn. Then we can find a function v 2 M \N ? of
norm 1. By the spectral theorem, k.R.n/
#
 E/vk  ". On the other hand, (12) and
v D PNiD1 ai'i implies k.R.n/#  E/vk < " because the 'j have mutually disjoint
supports.
We have therefore shown that for any interval I D Œ˛; ˇ there exists some #0 > 0
such that (10) holds for all # 2 ‚ \ .0; #0/.
(2) Now let " > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, given at the end of Section 3, we
may cover the interval .a; b/ by a finite number of subintervals of length "; applying
the result of part (1) we then obtain the desired statement.
Remarks 4.2. (a) It appears that the argument used at the end of the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2 to remove the restriction # 2 ‚ does not work in the context of Theorem 4.1.
(b) It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that ess.R#/ \ I ¤ ; for all
# 2 ‚ \ .0; #"/ and for any interval I  .a; b/ of length greater than ".
We now complement the lower estimate established in Theorem 4.1 by an upper
bound which is of the expected order, up to a logarithmic factor. Note that we treat a
situation which is far more general than the rotation or dislocation problems studied
so far. In fact, we will allow for different potentials V1 on the left and V2 on the
right which are only linked by the assumption that there is a common spectral gap;
neither V1 nor V2 are required to be periodic. The proof uses technology which is
fairly standard and based on exponential decay estimates for resolvents.
Theorem 4.3. Let V1, V2 2 L1.R2;R/ and suppose that the interval .a; b/  R
does not intersect the spectra of the self-adjoint operatorsHk D CVk , k D 1; 2,
both acting in the Hilbert space L2.R2/. Let
W D 	fx<0g  V1 C 	fx0g  V2
and define H D CW , a self-adjoint operator in L2.R2/. Finally, we let H .n/
denote the self-adjoint operator CW acting inL2.Qn/ with Dirichlet boundary
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conditions. Then, for any interval Œa0; b0  .a; b/, we have
lim sup
n!1
1
n logn
NŒa0;b0.H
.n// < 1: (13)
Proof. (1) We write N.n/ D NŒa0;b0.H .n// and note that there is a constant c0  0
such that
N.n/  c0n2; n 2 NI (14)
this follows by routine min-max arguments as in Section XIII.15 of [21].
(2) Let us consider the (normalized) eigenfunctions ui;n of H .n/ associated with
the eigenvalues Ei;n 2 Œa0; b0, for i D 1; : : : ; N.n/. The main idea of the proof is to
show that the ui;n are concentrated near the boundary of Qn or near the y-axis. To
obtain the corresponding estimates, we introduce the sets
j .n/ D j .n/ [Cj .n/; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g;
where
j .n/ D

 n
2
C 2j
˛
logn;2j
˛
logn



 n
2
C 2j
˛
logn;
n
2
 2j
˛
logn

;
and Cj .n/ D j .n/ is the mirror-image of j .n/ with respect to the y-axis;
the parameter ˛ > 0 will be chosen as in (15) below. Note that, for ˛ > 0 fixed,
the sets 1.n/; : : : ; 4.n/ are non-empty for n large. We have the trivial inclusions
jC1.n/  j .n/ for j D 1; 2; 3.
We will use the following exponential decay estimate for the resolvent of the
operators Hk . There are constants C  0, ˛ > 0 such that for any E 2 Œa0; b0 and
(measurable) sets K1; K2  R2 we have (cf., e.g., Proposition 2.4 in [1])
k	K1@pj .Hk E/1	K2k  C e˛ dist.K1;K2/; j; p 2 f0; 1g; k 2 f1; 2gI (15)
here @1 D @x , @2 D @y . We also choose cut-off functions 'n;  n 2 C1c .R2IR/
satisfying
supp'n  1.n/; 'n  2.n/ D 1; supp n  3.n/;  n  4.n/ D 1;
and jr'nj; jr nj; j@ij'nj; j@ij nj  c.logn/1 with some constant c  0; here
'n D 'n;` C 'n;r with 'n;` and 'n;r being supported in 1 .n/ and C1 .n/, re-
spectively. By a well-known argument we can now derive the desired localization
property: by the Leibniz rule, we have for i D 1; : : : ; N.n/
.H1 Ei /.'n;`ui;n/ D .H .n/ Ei /.'n;`ui;n/ D 2r'n;`  rui;n 'n;`ui;n
so that
	
3
.n/ui;n D 	
3
.n/.H1 Ei /1	suppr'n;` Œ2r'n;`  rui;n C'n;`ui;n:
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Using that dist.3.n/; suppr'n/  2˛1 logn and jr'nj; j'nj  c.logn/1, the
estimate (15) implies that
k	3.n/ui;nk; k	3.n/rui;nk  C.n2 logn/1; i D 1; : : : ; N.n/: (16)
We now define vi;n D .1 n/ui;n and letMn D spanfvi;n W i D 1; : : : ; N.n/g. We
claim that
dimMn D N.n/; n  n0; (17)
for some n0 2 N. Let HQnn4.n/ be the operator  C W on Qnn4.n/ with
Dirichlet boundary conditions. The functions vi;n D .1   n/ui;n are approximate
eigenfunctions of HQnn4.n/: in fact, using (16), one easily checks that
k.HQnn4.n/  Ei;n/vi;nk  C.n2 log2 n/1
and
kvi;n  ui;nk  C.n2 logn/1; (18)
for i D 1; : : : ; N.n/. Now (14) and (18) imply PN.n/iD1 kui;n  vi;nk2 < 1 for n large
and we obtain (17).
(3) We next show that there is n1  n0 2 N such that
hHQnn4.n/w;wi < b jjwjj2 ; w 2Mn; n  n1: (19)
For a proof, consider an arbitrary w D PN.n/iD1 
ivi;n 2 Mn with jjwjj D 1. Here
we first observe that the coefficients 
i satisfy a bound j
i j  2, for n large, since
(writing 
2 D Pi j
i j2 and 2n D Pi kvi;n  ui;nk2)
1 D jjwjj 

N.n/X
iD1

iui;n
 
N.n/X
iD1
j
i j  jjvi;n  ui;njj  
.1  n/;
where n ! 0 as n ! 1 by (18). Using (18) and the fact that r n and  n have
support in 3.n/ n4.n/, it follows that for n large
jjwjj2 D
N.n/X
iD1
j
i j2 C r; hHQnn4.n/w;wi D
N.n/X
iD1
Ei j
i j2 C r 0;
where r; r 0  C.logn/2, so that˝
HQnn4.n/w;w
˛  b0 jjwjj2 C r 00;
with r 00  C.log n/2, for n large, and we obtain (19).
(4) We conclude from (19) thatMn  P.1;b/.HQnn4.n// and then (17) implies
that dimP.1;b/.HQnn4.n//  dimMn D N.n/. On the other hand, min-max
arguments yield an upper bound for dimP.1;b/.HQnn4.n// of the form cn logn,
and we are done.
It seems to be possible, using more powerful methods, to remove the logarithmic
factor in (11) and (13), see [4].
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5. Muffin tin potentials
In this section, we present a class of examples where one can arrive at rather precise
statements that illustrate some of the phenomena described before. Note that the
results given below are derived directly, without recourse to Section 3. We will look
at three types of muffin tin potentials and discuss the effect of the “filling up” of the
gaps at small angles of rotation. We begin with muffin tins with walls of infinite
height, then approximate by muffin tin potentials of height n, for n 2 N large. By
another approximation step, one may obtain examples with Lipschitz continuous
potentials. These examples show, among other things, that Schrödinger operators of
the form R# may in fact have spectral gaps for some # > 0.
We consider the lattice Z2  R2 where we first introduce the Laplacian of a
periodic muffin tin with infinitely high walls separating the wells: for 0 < r <
1=2, we let Dr D Br.1=2; 1=2/ denote the disc of radius r centered at the point
.1=2; 1=2/ 2 R2, and generate from Dr the periodic sets
r D
[
.i;j /2Z2
.Dr C .i; j //; 0 < r < 1=2:
The Dirichlet LaplacianHr ofr is the direct sum of a countable number of copies of
the Dirichlet Laplacian on Dr ; therefore, the spectrum of Hr consists in a sequence
of positive eigenvalues .k.r//k2N with k.r/ ! 1 as k ! 1; we may assume
that k.r/ < kC1.r/ for all k 2 N. The eigenvalues k D k.r/ of Hr have
infinite multiplicity. The k correspond to the bands of a periodic problem: in fact,
defining Vr W R2 ! R by
Vr .x; y/ D
´
0 .x; y/ 2 r ;
1 .x; y/ … r ;
the periodic Schrödinger operatorsHr;n D H0CnVr have purely a.c. spectrum with a
band/gap structure. Furthermore, norm resolvent convergenceHr;n ! Hr , obtained
as in [10] implies that the bands of Hr;n converge to the eigenvalues k of Hr . In
the sequel, denote by .a; b/ one of the gaps .k ; kC1/. We next look at the rotation
problem where we define
r;# D .r \ fx  0g/ [ ..M#r/ \ fx < 0g/ I
we also let Hr;# denote the Dirichlet Laplacian on r;# , for 0 < r < 1=2 and
0  #  =4.
The set .M#r/ \ fx < 0g comes with two types of connected components:
most (or, in some cases, all) components are discs, but typically there are also discs
in M#r with center at a distance less than r from the y-axis; those appear in
.M#r/ \ fx < 0g in a truncated form. It is then clear that Hr;# has pure point
spectrum.
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Let us comment on some special cases before we proceed: for tan # rational,
these truncated discs form a periodic pattern; furthermore, we will find a half-disc in
.M#r/ \ fx < 0g if and only if there is a disc in M#r with center on the y-axis
which happens if and only if tan # D 1=.2kC 1/ for some k 2 N. It follows that for
any tan # 2 Q with tan # … f1=.2k C 1/ W k 2 Ng there is some r0 > 0 such that no
component of M#r meets the y-axis, for 0 < r < r0; in other words, in this case
all components of r;# are discs.
Figure 2. The domain 1=4;=8 (shaded).
We now return to the general situation. Moving up the y-axis from the origin, we
denote the discs in M#r that intersect the y-axis by Dj Ir;# , j 2 J# , with centers
.j I# ; j I#/; here J# D ; or J# D N according to the cases discussed above. Without
restriction, we may assume that the j I# are monotonically increasing. Let
Cj Ir;# D Dj Ir;# \ fx < 0g; j 2 J# : .4:4/
Clearly, the Dirichlet eigenvalues of the components Cj Ir;# are the surface states in
this model. Since the eigenvalues of the Cj Ir;# only depend on r and j I# (but not
on j I# ), it is enough to study the eigenvalues of the following sample domains. For
r > 0 and r <   r , we denote
Cr; D f.x; y/ 2 Dr W x < 1=2C g:
The Dirichlet Laplacian of Cr; has eigenvalues k.r; /, k 2 N, which depend
continuously on , for k 2 N and r > 0 fixed. Furthermore, k.r; / ! 1 as
 ! r and k.r; / ! k.r/, as  ! r . Therefore, for each k 2 N, the
eigenvalues k.r; / range over the interval Œk.r/;1/.
We now combine the above properties of k.r; / with information on the distri-
bution of the coordinates j I# . It is easy to see that, as 0 ¤ # ! 0, the j I# partition
the interval .r; r/ into subintervals of smaller and smaller length. Therefore, for
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" > 0 given, any interval .˛; ˇ/  .a; b/ of length  " will contain an eigenvalue of
Hr;# for all sufficiently small # > 0.
We expect stronger properties for angles # for which the set fj I# W j 2 Ng is
dense in .r; r/. As in Section 3, ergodic theory gives us a set ‚  .0; =2/ of full
measure such that for each # 2 ‚ the set f.m tan #/ W m 2 Ng is dense in .0; 1/,
which implies the desired property for the j I# . It follows that, for any # 2 ‚, the
eigenvalues of Hr;# will be dense in Œ1.r/;1/.
Finally, for tan # rational the j I# form a periodic set and thenHr;# will only have
a finite number of eigenvalues (each of infinite multiplicity) in the gap .a; b/. We
thus have the following result.
Proposition 5.1. Let 0 < r < 1=2 be fixed.
(a) Each k.r/, k D 1; 2; : : : , is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity ofHr;# , for
all 0  #  =4. The spectrum of Hr;# is pure point, for all 0  #  =4.
(b) For any " > 0 there is a #" D #".r/ > 0 such that any interval .˛; ˇ/  .a; b/
with ˇ  ˛  " contains an eigenvalue of Hr;# for any 0 < # < #".
(c) There exists a set‚ .0; =2/of full measure such that.Hr;# /D Œ1.r/;1/.
The eigenvalues different from the k.r/ are of finite multiplicity.
Remark 5.2. Let ƒ D f# 2 .0; =2/ W tan # 2 Qg denote the set of angles where
tan # is rational; clearly, ‚ \ ƒ D ;. It is easy to see that Hr;# , for # 2 ƒ, has at
most a finite number of eigenvalues in .a; b/, each of them of infinite multiplicity.
Hence we see a drastic change in the spectrum for # 2 ƒ as compared with # 2 ‚.
Furthermore, if # 2 ƒwith tan # … f1=.2kC1/ W k 2 Ng, then there is some r# > 0
such that .Hr;#/ D .Hr/ for all 0 < r < r# .
We next turn to muffin tin potentials of finite height. Here we define the potential
Vr;# to be zero onr;# and Vr;# D 1 on the complement ofr;# , where 0 < r < 1=2
and 0  #  =4; we also let Hr;n;# D H0 C nVr;# . The periodic operators Hr;n;0
have purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
We first show that, for r; # fixed, the operators Hr;n;# converge to Hr;# in the
sense of norm resolvent convergence. This can be seen as follows. In view of
Theorem 7.1, we introduce an additional Dirichlet boundary condition on a (closed)
set S D S#  R2 n r;# , which we now define. Let   R2 denote the grid
f.x; y/ 2 R2 W x 2 Z or y 2 Zg, and let # D M# denote the rotated grid. For
 D .1=2  r/=2, we let S consist of  \ f.x; y/ W x > g, # \ fx < g plus the
vertical line fx D g. Note that S has distance  > 0 fromr;# . LetHr;n;#IS denote
the operator C nVr;# with Dirichlet boundary condition on S . We now haveˇˇˇˇ
.Hr;# C 1/1 ˚ 0  .Hr;n;# C 1/1
ˇˇˇˇ  ˇˇˇˇ .Hr;# C 1/1 ˚ 0  .Hr;n;#IS C 1/1 ˇˇˇˇ
C ˇˇˇˇ .Hr;n;#IS C 1/1  .Hr;n;# C 1/1 ˇˇˇˇ ;
where 0 denotes the zero operator on L2.R2 nr;#/. By Theorem 7.1, applied with
U D R2 n xr;# , we can find n0 2 N such that the second term on the RHS is smaller
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than any given " > 0, for n  n0. The first term on the RHS is a direct sum of
operators living on the components of R2 nS# . By routine arguments, we have norm
resolvent convergence on each of the components, as n ! 1, and all we have to do is
to convince ourselves that this convergence holds uniformly on all components. The
components of R2 n S# fall into 4 classes: there are unrotated and rotated squares,
there are rectangles in the right half-plane of the form .; 1/  .`; `C 1/ for ` 2 Z,
and there are polygons (triangles, quadrangles, and pentagons) in the set fx < g
that are bounded to the right by the line x D . We have no problem with uniform
convergence for the first three classes and Lemma 7.3 takes care of the fourth class.
It is easy to see that the norm resolvent convergence Hr;n;# ! Hr;# as n ! 1 is
uniform in # 2 Œ0; =4. We then obtain from Proposition 5.1(b) and Remark 5.2 the
following results.
Proposition 5.3. (a) For tan # 2 Q the spectrum of Hr;n;# has gaps inside the
interval .a; b/ for n large. More precisely, if Hr;# has a gap .a0; b0/  .a; b/, then,
for " > 0 given, the interval .a0 C "; b0  "/ will be free of spectrum of Hr;n;# for n
large.
(b) For any " > 0 there are #0 > 0 and n0 > 0 such that any interval .c  ";
c C "/  .a; b/ contains spectrum of Hr;n;# for all 0 < # < #0 and n  n0.
By similar arguments, we can approximate Vr;# by Lipschitz-continuous muffin
tin potentials that converge monotonically (from below) to Vr;# in such a way that
norm resolvent convergence holds for the associated Schrödinger operators (again
uniformly in # 2 Œ0; =4). The spectral properties obtained are analogous to the
ones stated in Proposition 5.3. Note, however, that the statement corresponding to
part (b) in Proposition 5.3 is weaker than the result of our main Theorem 1.1.
A brief study of translational dislocation problems for muffin tin potentials can
be found in [12].
6. Some extensions and remarks
(1) A simple variant of the rotation problem consists in rotations in the left and the
right half planes through angles #=2 and #=2, respectively, i.e., we study
zV#.x; y/ D
´
.V BM#=2/.x; y/ x  0,
.V BM#=2/.x; y/ x < 0;
this potential might be rather close to the physical situation shown in Figure 1. Here
we consider the accompanying translational dislocation potentials
zWt .x; y/ D
´
V.x  t=2; y/ x  0,
V.x C t=2; y/ x < 0.
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We may then obtain results as in Theorem 1.1 without the use of Birkhoff’s theorem:
here we only need to take care of the second condition in (9) since the horizontal
alignment between the left- and right-hand part of V# on the y-axis is guaranteed by
the definition of zV# .
(2) We have shown that the spectral gaps ofH fill with spectrum ofR# as # ! 0
in the sense that any interval of length " > 0 inside a gap ofH will contain spectrum
ofR# for sufficiently small angles. In general, we do not know whether the spectrum
of R# in the gaps of H0 is pure point, absolutely continuous or singular continuous.
However, there are some special angles where we can exclude singular continuous
spectrum: if we assume that cos# is a rational number, cos# D q=p with p; q 2 N,
and p and q belong to a Pythagorean triple (p2  q2 D r2 for some r 2 N), then V#
has period p in y-direction. In this case, a result in [6] implies that .H#/ has no
singular continuous part.
(3) It is natural to ask about higher dimensions. Suppose we are given a potential
V W R3 ! R, periodic with respect to the lattice Z3. We may then simply consider
rotations of the .x; y/-plane by an angle # , i.e. we let V#.x; y; z/ D V.x; y; z/ in
f.x; y; z/ W x  0g and V#.x; y; z/ D V.M#.x; y/; z/ in f.x; y; z/ W x < 0g, in
which case our methods should apply. However, in R3 there are many other rotations
for which our methods may or may not work.
(4) Of course, taking the limit # ! 0 is a mathematical idealization. In real
crystals or alloys the lattice and its rotated version have to match up according to
certain rules. This is usually only possible for a small number of angles. Related
questions in higher dimensions are studied under the name of coincidence site lattices
(CSL); cf. [3] and [23].
7. Appendix
In this brief appendix we prove a – rather general – result on decoupling by Dirichlet
boundary conditions placed on a set inside a high barrier. The method of proof is
fairly standard but we have been unable to find a suitable reference which would have
covered our situation. Let d 2 N. For some open setU  Rd and a closed setS  U
of measure zero, we consider for n 2 N the Schrödinger operatorsHn D Cn	U ,
acting in L2.Rd /, and Hn;S D C n	U in L2.Rd n S/ D L2.Rd /, where Hn;S
is assumed to obey Dirichlet boundary conditions on the set S . In other words, the
associated quadratic forms hn and hn;S have C1c .Rd / and C1c .Rd n S/ as form
cores. We then show that the resolvent difference .Hn C 1/1  .Hn;S C 1/1 goes
to zero in norm, as n ! 1, provided the set S has a positive distance to the boundary
of U ; note that the set S need not be bounded.
Theorem 7.1. Let Hn and Hn;S as above and suppose that dist.S; @U / > 0. Thenˇˇˇˇ
.Hn C 1/1  .Hn;S C 1/1
ˇˇˇˇ ! 0; n ! 1:
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Proof. For f 2 L2.Rd / with jjf jj  1, let un D .Hn C 1/1f and let vn D
.Hn;S C 1/1f . We then have the trivial estimates jjunjj  1 and
krunk2 C n
Z
U
junj2dx D hnŒun  h.Hn C 1/un; uni D hf; uni  1;
so that jjrunjj  1 and
R
U
junj2dx  1=n, for all n 2 N; analogous estimates hold
for vn. We letF denote the set of all functions ' 2 C1.Rd / that satisfy supp '  U ,
dist.supp '; @U / > 0, 0  '  1, and r', ' bounded. For any ' 2 F , we then
have 'un 2 D.Hn/ and .HnC1/.'un/ D 'f 2runr'un'. We immediately
see from the above estimates that there is a constant c'  0 such that
jjHn.'un/jj  c' : (20)
We now derive a crucial estimate for jjr.'un/jj. Since jjr.'un/jj2  hnŒ'un D
hHn.'un/; 'uni, for any " > 0 there are constants C"; C 0"  0 such that
jjr.'un/jj2  " jjHn.'un/jj2 C C" jj'unjj2  "c2' C C 0"=n: (21)
Analogous estimates hold for Hn;S and vn.
We let  D dist.S; @U /, U D fx 2 U W dist.x; S/ < =2g and fix some function
 2 F with  D 1 on U. Let  D 1   and choose another function ' 2 F
satisfying ' D 1 on the support of r . Writing wn D un  vn D .HnC 1/1f 
.Hn;S C 1/1f it is then clear that  wn ! 0, as n ! 1, uniformly for all f
with jjf jj  1, and it remains to consider wn. Since  vanishes on U, we have
wn 2 D.Hn/ and
.Hn C 1/.wn/ D 2r  rwn  ./wn DW zn;
so that, in particular,
wn D .Hn C 1/1zn; jjwnjj  jjznjj :
We finally show that zn ! 0, uniformly for jjf jj  1. Here we know already that
./wn ! 0 since  is supported inside U . Applying the estimate (21) we find
that
jjr  rwnjj  C	
ˇˇˇˇr.' wn/ˇˇˇˇ  "c C C 0"; =n;
with c as in (20) and (21). For ı > 0 given, we can find " > 0 s.th. "c < ı=2 and
then n0 2 N such that C 0"; =n < ı=2 for all n  n0, and we are done.
Remarks 7.2. (a) The assumption that S has measure zero is made chiefly for sim-
plicity of notation.
(b) The same result holds for Schrödinger operators CnV where V W Rd ! R
is a non-negative, bounded potential satisfying V  	U . Our method of proof yields
a bound on the norm of the resolvent difference which is independent of V .
(c) It is well-known that Hn and Hn;S converge to a suitably defined Dirichlet
Laplacians in the sense of strong resolvent convergence, cf. [13]. For periodic U the
convergence would even be in the norm resolvent sense, cf. [10].
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We finally discuss uniform norm resolvent convergence for Schrödinger operators
on domains of the type encountered at the end of Section 5. Here we will use the
well-known fact that a monotonic sequence .An/n2N of compact operators which
converges strongly to a (compact) operatorA converges in norm, i.e. jjAn  Ajj ! 0.
For simplicity of notation, we consider an equivalent geometric situation with a
family of domains in the first quadrant given as follows.
We fix 0 < # < =4 and 0 < r; d < 1=2. Then, for s 2 R, we consider two
parallel lines `1;s , `2;s defined, respectively, by the equations y D .x  s/ cot # and
y D .x  s/ cot # C d= sin # so that `1;s and `2;s have distance d . We let
Gs D Œ0; 12 \ f.x; y/ I y > `1;s.x/g; Dr;s D Br . 12 ; 12 / \ f.x; y/ I y > `2;s.x/gI
cf. Figure 3. Note that Dr;s (if it is non-empty) has distance minfd; 1  rg to the
boundary of Gs .
Dr;s
Gs
d
`2;s `1;s
Figure 3. A typical domain Dr;s (shaded).
We next define quadratic forms on the domains Gs: for n 2 N, we let Vr;s;n D 0
on Dr;s and Vr;s;n D n on Gs n Dr;s . As s increases, the sets Gs and Dr;s both
increase and we therefore see that the quadratic forms
hr;s;nŒ' D jjr'jj2 C
Z
Gs
Vnj'j2 dx; ' 2 C1c .Gs/;
depend monotonically on s. It is easy to include the case n D 1 by setting
hr;s;1Œ' D jjr'jj2 ; ' 2 C1c .Dr;s/:
The self-adjoint operators Hr;s;n and Hr;s;1 associated with (the closure of) these
quadratic forms have compact resolvent. We have the following result.
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Lemma 7.3. With the above definitions and assumptions, we have
sup
s
ˇˇˇˇ
H1r;s;n H1r;s;1
ˇˇˇˇ ! 0; n ! 1:
Proof. Obviously, we may restrict our attention to parameters s from a compact
interval J  R. Writing
fn.s/ D
ˇˇˇˇ
H1r;s;n H1r;s;1
ˇˇˇˇ
; s 2 J;
monotonicity and compactness imply that the functions fn are continuous with
fn.s/ ! 0 monotonically as n ! 1, for each fixed s. Now the desired result
follows by Dini’s theorem.
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